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Abstract: The pumped storage power station plays a vital role in modern power systems, where the
key component is the pump turbine. Variable-speed operation can improve the operating efficiency
of the pump turbine and increase the operating efficiency under turbine operating conditions and
the automatic frequency regulation capability under pump operating conditions, thus obtaining
higher efficiency and better stability. However, its operation characteristics are different from many
conventional pumped storage units, which makes the study of variable-speed pump turbines more
difficult. Therefore, in this paper, 10 representative pressure monitoring points are selected in the
model to compare and study the flow characteristics and pressure pulsation characteristics of a
variable-speed pump turbine at three speeds (N1-398.57 m/s, N2-412.16 m/s, and N3-428.6 m/s).
According to our results, it is shown that the maximum pressure and pressure pulsation are small at
low rotational speeds, which means that the unit will maintain better stability during the reduction
in rotational speed and reducing the speed will not affect the safety and stability of the equipment.
The purpose of this paper is to provide guidance for the safe operation of the unit and to improve the
effect of speed in terms of dynamic behavior of variable-speed water pump turbine units. Meanwhile,
this study will lay the groundwork for the optimal design of variable-speed pump turbines.

Keywords: variable-speed pump turbine; numerical simulation; flow characteristics; pressure pulsation

1. Introduction

Among the many energy storage technologies, pumped storage stands out among
renewable energy sources such as wind and solar due to its excellent technical availabil-
ity [1]. Pumped hydro storage is a more mature method of energy storage in the market
today. It can use the gravitational potential energy of water, and has the characteristics of
faster and more flexible regulation, higher efficiency, and larger scale of energy storage [2].
Pumped storage power plants have a crucial impact on modern power systems, providing
two primary benefits: pumped storage and power generation [3]. As the most developed
technology and the most cost-effective method of storing energy on a large scale [4,5], it is
a green energy source that can be relied on for a long time. At present, the normal-speed
pumped storage units solve the problems of frequent starting and stopping, switching
working conditions, increasing and decreasing loads, and shifting peaks and valleys [5].
However, the units of conventional pumped storage power plants are fixed-speed units,
which inherently have the disadvantages of non-adjustable power of the pump working
condition, low efficiency of the hydraulic turbine working condition, and cannot operate in
the best stability zone [6]. Variable-speed operation can improve the operation efficiency
of the pump turbine and increase the automatic frequency regulation ability of the pump
under working conditions, so as to obtain higher efficiency and better stability [7]. In recent
years, the pressure pulsation characteristic is a very important indicator when assessing
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whether the equipment can operate safely and stably, and the complex and variable hy-
draulic conditions, especially the pressure pulsation, have put the hydraulic design and
structural strength safety of the unit to a great test [8].

At present, many scholars have studied the pressure pulsation of constant-speed
units more comprehensively. Wang et al. [9] performed transient calculations of the three-
dimensional flow path of a pump turbine under low-flow conditions in three modes.
The pressure pulsation of the pump turbine under the pump mode is mainly from the
rotor–stator interface interference in the vaneless area between the guide vane and the
runner, followed by the pressure pulsation between the runner and the cover, and the
vortex rope vibration inside the draft tube under part-load operating conditions. The
blade pass frequency represents the main frequency of pressure pulsation at this position.
Zhang et al. [10] reviewed the rotational stall phenomenon in pump turbines and the
fact that the rotational stall phenomenon causes low-frequency pressure pulsations in
the runner. Svarstadand and Nielsen [11] investigated the pressure pulsations generated
during the rapid changeover from pump to turbine operating mode and showed that even
with different sizes and shapes of benches and generators there was still similarity, with
the highest pressure amplitudes occurring in the power-off mode. Liu et al. [12] used
numerical simulations to study the variation in pressure pulsation at different monitoring
points under turbine operating conditions and to study the transfer characteristics of the
pressure pulsations. The main frequency of pressure pulsation at the outlet of the guide
vane varies with the pressure and suction surface of the guide vane, and the pressure
pulsation generated by the rotating and stationary parts has different characteristics, with
the rotating part having a small influence and the stationary part vice versa. Liao et al. [13]
used both steady and transient numerical simulations to simulate the internal flow of a
pump turbine and analyzed the internal flow field and pressure pulsations under small
opening conditions. In turbine mode, pressure pulsation occurs in the vaneless region
under small opening conditions. In addition, pressure pulsations (dominant frequency
is the rotational frequency) also occur in the diversion pipe. This pressure fluctuation is
related to the structure of the spiral vortex.

Pumped storage units with variable speed can improve the operating efficiency in
the turbine model and increase the automatic frequency regulation capability in pump
mode, which is helpful for improving the power grid stability. Therefore, the application
of variable-speed pumped storage units is gradually becoming widespread [3,14]. I Iliev
et al. [15] measured the pressure pulsation of a pump turbine in low specific speed turbine
conditions operating at variable speed. For example, it is 1% more efficient contrasted to
synchronous speed operation at optimal head, and 2.2% more efficient compared to a head
10% lower than optimal. Pavesi et al. [16] demonstrated that for lower rotational velocities,
only the intensity and structure of the vortices undergo random changes. Liu et al. [17]
describe the variable-speed regulation of variable-speed pump turbines under hydraulic
turbine operating conditions. Uruba [18] detected the spatial structure responsible for the
dominant oscillations in the water stream using the oscillatory mode decomposition OPD
method. Yu et al. [19] obtained that the lower the speed of the variable-speed unit, the
smaller the pressure pulsation in the bladeless zone, so the variable-speed unit is often
operated at low speed in the turbine operating conditions. For variable-speed devices, the
operating range of the turbine can be operated in the optimal working zone by reducing
speed, thus obtaining higher efficiency and better stability.

Determining the pressure pulsation in variable-speed turbines depends on the choice
of the numerical model. Under variable-speed operating conditions, the choice of tur-
bulence model has a great influence on the calculation results of pressure pulsation and
vortex flow [20], and scientists are constantly researching new computational techniques
and building more detailed computational models to obtain more reliable results [21,22].
The RNG k-ε turbulence model [23] numerically predicts the pressure pulsation of a model
Kaplan turbine using 3D unsteady turbulence simulations with complete flow paths, and
this computational method of numerical prediction is effective for performance prediction
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at the design stage and/or operational optimization after experimenting and adjusting.
The current k-ε model of shear stress transport (SST) is more widely used. The SST k-ω
model improves on the BSL k-ω model, which also includes the definition of shear stress
transport in turbulent flows in terms of turbulent viscosity, and the model shows good
performance in predicting turbine pressure pulsations [24–26].

The focus of this study is on the flow feature of a variable-speed pump turbine in
turbine mode, and the analysis of the effect of rotational speed on flow characteristics is
explained by analyzing three rotational speed models. The ANSYS CFX was adopted as
the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) tool. The results can provide leadership for the
safe operation of the unit and provide a foundation for the optimized conception of the
variable-speed pump turbine.

2. Numerical Method and Setup
2.1. Pump Turbine Model

This paper analyzes a variable-speed pump turbine modeled according to the Fengning
pumped storage power plant. The computational domain shown in Figure 1 is simulated.
It includes 22 guide vanes, 22 stay vanes, 9 blades of the runner, a spiral case, and a draft
tube. Hexahedral mesh is used for the spiral case, and a mixture of hexahedral mesh and
tetrahedral mesh is used for the stay vanes, guide vanes, crown gap. Hexahedral meshes
are used in the runner and draft tube. The mesh generated by ICEM CFD software is
shown in Figure 1 and 4.4 × 106 elements are employed in calculated domain, to meet
the industrial unit parameters n11 and Q11 of the pump turbine, wherein n11 = nD/

√
H,

Q11 = Q/D2
√

H.
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Figure 1. Model of variable-speed pump turbine and partial grid schematic.

As shown in Table 1, the three speed models (the three speed models determined by
the operating conditions of the prototype) were selected for the calculation and analysis,
wherein N1-N2 is the speed range in variable-speed mode, and N3 is the max operating
speed. In this way, the effect of speed on the variable-speed pump turbine pressure pulsa-
tion can be determined (398.57 m/s, 412.16 m/s, and 428.6 m/s for N1–N3, respectively).

Table 1. The three speed models (the three speed models determined by the operating conditions of
the prototype).

Model Number Speed (m/s)

N1 398.57
N2 412.16
N3 428.6
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2.2. Grid Independence

In order to verify the grid independence, several sets of whole mesh were divided
and compared, and the mesh quality which is judged by quality item in ICEM was above
0.5, which could meet the simulation conditions. An efficiency check of the turbine design
conditions was performed in Figure 2, and the measured results are shown in Table 2.
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Figure 2. Hydraulic performance of the unit.

Table 2. Mesh element number and type.

Component Element Type Number of Elements

Spiral casing Tetrahedra 493,696
Stay vanes Hexahedral 579,660

Guide vanes Hexahedral 383,780
Runner Hexahedral 2,008,124

Gap Hexahedral 598,200
Pressure balance pipe Hybrid 72,236

Draft tube Hexahedral 372,265
Total - 4,389,241

2.3. CFD Simulation Setup

The SST k-ω model combines the merits of the Wilcox k-ω model and the standard k-ε
model. The shear stress transport (SST) k-ω model is successfully used in the simulations
of pump turbines [27,28]. In this paper, we use the turbulence equation.

The equations are as follows:
∂ui
∂xi

= 0 (1)

ρ
∂ui
∂t

+ ρuj
∂ui
∂xj

= ρ f j −
∂p
∂xi

+
∂
(

µ ∂ui
∂xj
− ρui

′uj
′
)

∂xj
(2)

where ui denotes the Reynolds averaged velocity components along the Cartesian coor-
dinate axes, xi, ρui

′uj
′ are the Reynolds stresses for the turbulent flow, p is the averaged

pressure, ρ is the fluid density, µ is the kinetic viscosity of the fluid, and fi are the body
forces acting on the unit volume fluid.

In the equations:

∂(ρk)
∂t

+
∂(ρuik)

∂xi
= P− k

3
2

lk−ω
+

∂
[
(µ + σkµt)

∂k
∂xi

]
∂xi

(3)
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∂(ρω)

∂t
+

∂(ρuiω)

∂xi
= CωP− βρω2 +

∂
[
(µl + σωµt)

∂ω
∂xi

]
∂xi

+ 2(1− F1)
ρσω2

ω

∂k
∂xi

∂ω

∂xi
(4)

where lk−ω = k
1
2 βkω is the turbulence scale, µ is dynamic viscosity, P is the production

term, Cω is the production term coefficient, F1 is the blending function, and σk, σω, and βk
are model constants.

2.4. Operating Conditions and Monitoring Points

Adjusting the rotational speed has a very significant influence on the pressure pulsa-
tion of the variable-speed pump turbine. For variable-speed units in turbine operation, the
effect of pressure pulsation in the vane-free zone can be reduced by reducing the speed,
resulting in higher efficiency and better stability. Therefore, the operating conditions of
three typical water pump turbines were analyzed and compared separately. In addition,
the pressure pulsations were calculated for the three CFD models (N1∼N3).

Ten pressure monitoring points from the prototype were selected for observation and
calculation, as shown in Figure 3. One monitoring point (WKT1) was measured at the spiral
case and two monitoring points (PP1 and PP2) at the stay vane. There are two monitoring
points PP3 and PP4 on the draft tube wall. There are two monitoring points (PHCM2 and
PHCM3) at the guide vane. Two monitoring points (RV1 and RV2) were measured at the
runner surface and one monitoring point (PHCM1) was analyzed at the crown gap. The
time step was 0.001 s, the duration of the simulation was 0.642 s, and the time to start
saving the signal for analysis was 0.141 s.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Numerical Method Verification

The power and discharge at rated operating conditions were used to validate the
numerical method, in Figure 2, where the computed hydraulic performance was normalized
to the values of the experimental results. We can see that the consequences are similar to
the text results. The discrepancy in the output is 2.05% and the discrepancy in the flow rate
is 7.62%.
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3.2. Flow Characteristics

The pressure distribution at the runner inner surface provides more intuitive compar-
ison, as shown in Figure 4. The pressure is maximum at the crown and minimum at the
drain cone, and the maximum pressure at the crown becomes larger as the speed increases.
The maximum pressure on the runner surface increases with the rotational speed from
5737 kPa in N1 to 6089 kPa in N3. In other words, the increase in speed is accompanied
by an increase in centrifugal force, and then the increase the maximum pressure on the
runner surface.
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Figure 4. Pressure distribution of N1~N3 at the runner inner surface. (a) Pressure distribution of
runner inner surface at N1; (b) pressure distribution of runner inner surface at N2; (c) pressure
distribution of runner inner surface at N3.

In the analysis of the pressure pulsation features at the three rotational speeds, the
streamline in N1-N3 was drawn in Figure 5. We can see clearly that the flow lines in the
flow path are generally smooth, but some vortices appear in the draft tube. The streamline
inside the draft tube gradually becomes more chaotic with the increase in the rotational
speed; in other words, the growth in the rotational speed leads to a growth in the vortex
flow in the flow path. Therefore, the growth in pressure pulsation amplitude may be caused
by the increase in rotational speed.

3.3. Pressure Pulsation Characteristics

The time history and frequency spectra of pressure pulsation with time at the mon-
itoring point WKT1 (spiral case) at the three rotational speeds is shown in Figure 6. It
can be seen that there is not an obvious difference in the pressure pulsations at N1~N3,
wherein f is the frequency value, fn is the rotational frequency, and f/fn is the ratio of fre-
quency to rotational frequency. It can be seen that the dominant frequency in WKT1 is a
low-frequency component.
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Figure 6. Pressure pulsation and frequency spectra at monitoring point WKT1. (a) WKT1 pressure
pulsation; (b) WKT1-frequency spectra.

The time histories and spectra of the pressure pulsations at the monitoring points
PHCM1, PHCM2, and PHCM3 (guide vane) at three speeds are shown in Figure 7, with
PHCM1 located on the crown gap and PHCM2 and PHCM3 points on the same guide
vane. There is sufficient evidence to show that the pressure pulsation values of N3 at three
velocities in PHCM1 vary considerably, showing a general trend of increasing and then
decreasing, with a particularly pronounced decrease from 0.5 s to 0.7 s. The changes of N1
and N2 were almost the same before 0.55 s, and after 0.55 s first N2 was larger than N1,
and after 0.65 s N1 was larger than N2. For monitoring point PHCM1 at N1 and N2, the
main frequency is the multiplicative frequency of blade passage (f/fn = 18), and at N3 is the
blade passage frequency (f/fn = 9, the number of blades is 9). The dominant low frequency
is 0.86 fn.
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Figure 7. Pressure pulsation and frequency spectra at monitoring points PHCM1~PHCM3.
(a) PHCM1 pressure pulsation; (b) PHCM1 frequency spectra; (c) PHCM2 pressure pulsation;
(d) PHCM2 frequency spectra; (e) PHCM3 pressure pulsation; (f) PHCM3 frequency spectra.

The patterns of variation in N1, N2, and N3 at PHCM2 and PHCM3 points in Figure 7
are basically the same, and the variation in N3 is significantly larger compared with N1
and N2. However, the PHCM2 point is closer to the runner than the PHCM3 point, so
the closer to the runner, the more obvious the variation in pressure pulsation. The main
frequency of PHCM2 at N1 and N2 is the multiplicative frequency of the blades (f/fn = 18,
the number of blades is 9) and at N3 is the blade passage frequency (f /fn = 9, the number of
blades is 9). The essential frequency of PHCM3 at N1 is the multiplicative frequency of the
blades (f /fn = 9, number of blades is 9) and under N2 and N3 the predominant frequency
is the blade passing frequency (f /fn = 9, number of blades is 9). This is aroused by the
dynamic and static interference of the runner and guide vane. With the increase in speed,
the main frequency amplitude gradually increases. The higher the speed, the higher the
main frequency amplitude. In the N1 and N2 models, the main frequency increases and
then decreases, and in the N3 model it keeps decreasing. It can be found that there are
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more low-frequency components with larger pressure pulsation amplitude at each speed,
which may be due to the operating condition of the turbine, where the movable guide
vanes and runners create a large number of vortices and secondary currents are formed in
the bladeless zone, resulting in more low-frequency components.

Regarding the PP1 point and PP2 point on the same stay vane, as can be seen from
Figure 8, in the vast majority of cases, N3 has higher values of pressure pulsation than N1
and N2, which are the lowest, but between 0.65 s and 0.7 s, N1 and N2 are elevated, and N1
changes more than N2. The frequency spectrum at the detection points PP1 and PP2 at the
cone tube is shown in Figure 8, when the speed is greater than 412.16 m/s, the dominant
frequency is dominated by twice the blade passing frequency. The low frequency is 0.86 fn
at N1, 0.83 fn at N2, and 0.8 fn at N3. In addition to this, in the high-frequency section there
is mainly three times the blade overcurrent frequency.
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Figure 8. Pressure pulsation and frequency spectra at monitoring points PP1~PP2. (a) PP1 pressure
pulsation; (b) PP1 frequency spectra; (c) PP2 pressure pulsation; (d) PP2 frequency spectra.

Points PP3 and PP4 belong to the two monitoring points on the draft tube but point
PP3 is closer to the inlet end of the draft tube than point PP4. We can see from Figure 9 that
the pressure pulsation values of the two points change, and the three show irregular curve
changes, but the pressure pulsation values of 0–0.4 s for N1–N3 in figure PP3 and figure PP4
change more closely with smaller changes, but after that all three produce larger changes.
In particular, there is a substantial downward trend in all three between 0.5 s and 0.55 s.
As shown in Figure 9, the pressure pulsation spectrum of the two measurement points of
the draft tube is basically similar, and there is the internal existence of vortex bands and
the existence of obvious leakage phenomenon. The low-frequency concentration in N1 is
0.86 fn, in N2 is 0.83 fn, and in N3 is 0.8 fn, and taking into account that these frequency
components and the frequency of rotation are not a regular change, the cause of this aspect
may be the inherent frequency of the pressure pulsation excited by the test bench piping
system and its water body.
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Figure 9. Pressure pulsation and frequency spectra at monitoring points PP3~PP4. (a) PP3 pressure
pulsation; (b) PP3 frequency spectra; (c) PP4 pressure pulsation; (d) PP4 frequency spectra.

The monitoring points RV1 and RV2 are on the runner, where RV1 is shown in
Figure 10, N1 is significantly larger than N2 and N3, the changes in N2 and N3 are basically
the same, and the changes gradually decrease. RV2 is shown in Figure 10, and the three
speeds show the same irregular curve variation, with N1 being larger than N2 and N3 most
of the time, but not as significant as in the figure showing RV1. The pressure pulsation
at point RV1 is significantly larger than at point RV2. The corresponding spectra of the
monitoring points RV1 and RV2 inside the rotor are shown in Figure 10. There is an obvious
main frequency of 22 fn for the high-frequency component, and this pressure pulsation is
mostly caused by the static and dynamic interference, and the pressure pulsation caused
by the static and dynamic interference has the characteristics of isolated and clear spectral
lines. As the speed increases, the flow field at the runner is gradually disturbed, making
the pressure pulsation increase. The amplitude of pressure pulsation reduces gradually
with spindling down.

3.4. Discussion

The changeable speed operating features of the variable-speed unit make it different
from many conventional pumped storage units. Comparing the flow features and pressure
pulsation features at three speeds, there is sufficient evidence to show the pressure pulsation
at low-speed operation, which means that the unit will maintain better stability during
the reduction in speed and will not threaten the equipment stability due to the reduction
in speed.

This paper mainly analyzes the flow characteristics of a variable-speed pump turbine
under hydraulic turbine conditions. In fact, variable-speed units also involve pumping
conditions, which are not analyzed in this paper. Therefore, in the future research, we
need to focus on analyzing the flow characteristics of the variable-speed unit at pumping
conditions in depth. In addition, since the simulation of the variable-speed unit process
requires a lot of computational resources, this work has not been carried out in this paper,
but the simulation of this process is also of great engineering interest.
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Figure 10. Pressure pulsation and frequency spectra at monitoring points RV1~RV2. (a) RV1 pressure
pulsation; (b) RV1 frequency spectra; (c) RV2 pressure pulsation; (d) RV2 frequency spectra.

4. Conclusions

This paper studies the flow characteristics of a pump turbine in variable-speed opera-
tion at three typical speeds under hydraulic turbine operating conditions. The pressure
pulsation under three speed conditions is compared, and the effect of speed on pressure
pulsation is discussed. The conclusions drawn here will be of great help to the stability of
future pump turbine designs. At present, the greater the speed the lower the stability of the
pump turbine operation, to ensure that the pump turbine speed is in a reasonable range, as
well as to avoid the unbalance phenomenon and serious vibration phenomenon caused by
unreasonable speed. In addition, many similar failures have already occurred in pumped
storage power plants, and some failures in pumped storage power plants can be avoided if
there is a more in-depth study of the mechanism that causes the unbalance of the pump
turbine. The following conclusions are drawn:

(1) The pressure pulsation clouds of the two monitoring points RV1 and RV2 on the
runner can show the pressure pulsation distribution on the inner surface of the runner
under power generation conditions, and the pressure distribution on the runner surface
shows a trend that N3 is greater than N2 is greater than N1 in three modes from N1 to N3.
Combined with the pressure pulsation monitoring points RV1 and RV2 in Figure 10, the
pressure pulsation under RV1 point N1 is significantly larger than N2 and N3, which is
related to the position of the RV1 monitoring point on the runner, which means that there
is more upward pressure pulsation along the center line.

(2) The second part of the study is a study of the advantages of variable-speed units
under power generation conditions, where three speed conditions are calculated and the
guide vane opening is adjusted to determine a constant output power. It can be seen
that the pressure pulsation in the N3 condition is larger than that in N1 and N2 during
variable-speed operation, except at the runner. Combined with the frequency spectra of
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each monitoring point, the higher the speed, the more chaotic the flow lines are, so changing
the speed affects the presence of flow lines in the flow channel, which in turn affects the
pressure pulsation, and variable-speed technology allows for greater flexibility in pump
turbines. Generally speaking, the variable-speed technology allows to explore several
operating intervals within a certain range, which is achieved by controlling the speed and
guide vane opening. This paper can conclude that the following speed represents a trade-off
between pump turbine load and efficiency that requires further technical evaluation.
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